Green advertising and its impact on environmentally friendly consumption choices - A review

Abstract: Research on various environmental topics, among which is the topic of green advertising, has been growing during last three decades, but it is yet to gain its full potential. Since the topic of green advertising has been gaining rising attention of scholars, the body of knowledge on this topic has been growing as well. Green advertising in general aims to promote products produced in an environmentally-friendly manner, or to promote advertiser's corporate responsibility toward an environment. The evaluation of green advertising effectiveness is necessary in order to stimulate cognitive and affective reactions of consumers to green advertisements, as well as their subsequent environmentally friendly behaviour. This article contains the review of the relevant literature on the topic of green advertising effectiveness. The findings of the literature review indicate that green advertising represents an effective communication means to influence consumers' attitudes and behaviour, even though its effectiveness is often mediated by certain factors,
like: consumers’ environmental consciousness, consumers’ regulatory focus, consumers’ scepticism, claim type.
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1. Introduction

In modern social and market conditions, environmental awareness represents a significant issue in consumer behaviour (Tucker, Rifon, Lee, & Reece, 2012; Royne, Martinez, Oakley, & Fox, 2012; Pagiaslis & Krontalis, 2014; Kitić, Kostić-Stanković, Cvijović, & Lečić-Cvetković, 2015) and green marketing communications represent an increasing trend (Alamsyah, Othman, & Mohammed, 2020). Environmental knowledge of consumers, which includes their awareness and information about the environment and ecological consequences of different actions, has improved (Pagiaslis & Krontalis, 2014). For organizations, it has become very significant to establish their reputation of being environmentally responsible, so “green” communication strategies and activities are created to foster such perception that an organization is dedicated to sustainability and stimulating consumers’ environmentally friendly behaviour.
Green marketing is based on the assumption that consumers will observe green features of products as an advantage, so they will develop positive attitudes and make purchasing decisions for green products instead of regular, non-green product (Bukhari, 2011). While majority of authors consider that environmentally conscious consumers are willing to put greater involvement into decision making when purchasing green products, it may also be the case that the availability of a "green" version of products seems to enable "green" consumers to deploy "a new heuristic" that enables them to make simple decisions with less effort and time (Thøgersen, Jørgensen, & Sandager, 2012).

However, in the literature, the so called "green gap" was determined as the difference between consumers’ intentions to behave environmentally and actual behaviour (Fowler & Close, 2012). Therefore, the examination of advertising effectiveness and factors that influence the obtained effects is necessary in order to stimulate cognitive and affective reactions to green advertisements, as well as subsequent conative reactions.

### 2. The concept of green advertising in marketing literature

Advertising through various media has a major role in communication and creation of awareness about environmental topics in general public and encourages demand for green products in the market (Grillo, Tokarczyk, & Hansen, 2008). This type of advertising is often referred to as green advertising and it represents communication about products produced in an environmentally-friendly manner (made from recycled and recyclable components or manufactured in a more energy efficiently manner) or communication about organization’s general commitment to sustainability of certain brands (Reich & Armstrong Soule, 2016). Fowler and Close (2012) defined green advertising as a type of advertising that "explicitly or implicitly promotes an awareness of environmental issues and/or suggests behaviours useful in minimizing or correcting these environmental issues". Green advertisement represents efficient means to "influence consumers' purchasing behaviour that will strongly encourage consumers to buy products that are eco-friendly to our environment" (Yeng & Yazdanifard, 2015). With green advertising, organizations try to develop an image of environmental friendliness, both at corporate and product level, and make an influence on purchase decisions of customers (Yazdanifard & Mercy, 2011; Jayaram, Manrai, & Manrai, 2015). Green advertising is also defined as "advertising that claims the advertised products are environmentally friendly or that their production process conserves resources or energy" (Chang, 2011). Pranee
(2010) states that the goal of green advertising is to provide information to consumers about environmental utilities of organizations' products/services. According to Atkinson and Rosenthal (2014), in order to be categorized as green, advertising have to contain "the inclusion of environmentally friendly features and attributes as a persuasive selling point".

There are different variations of green advertisements, depending on the appeals, claims or frames that are used for conveying the green message. The most common typology is on green and non-green appeals, as it is a recommendable approach in the literature (Hartmann, Apaolaza, & Eisend 2016; White, MacDonnell, & Dahl, 2011). It is considered that green advertising contains a broad variety of forms, "from simple environmental-friendly claims of products, to corporate images emphasizing environmental credentials, to public events promoting environmental responsibilities" (Hartmann & Apaolaza-Ibáñez, 2009). According to Green and Peloza (2014), two forms of advertising appeals are the most common: appeals based on consumer benefits (e.g., cost savings) and appeals based on societal benefits (e.g., reduced emissions).

Communication strategies that emphasize different benefits are also noted in Green & Peloza (2014) and Kareklas, Carlson, & Muehling (2012). Previous research indicates that consumers, when purchasing environmentally oriented products, place personal benefits aside (e.g., Peattie & Crane, 2005; Griskevicius, Van den Bergh, & Tybur, 2010), therefore, it is expected that ecological-benefit appeal would be considered more important for more environmentally conscious consumers (Tucker et al., 2012; Ku, Kuo, Wu, & Wu, 2012). Chang, Zhang and Xie (2015) stated that messages in green advertising can be framed in two ways – as “gain frame” (positive aspects of purchasing/consuming a product or behaving certain way) or “loss frame” (negative consequences of not purchasing/consuming a product or behaving certain way). Tiwari, Tripath and Srivastava (2011) pointed out that there are three categories of green advertising - ads related to the environment, ads related to green lifestyle, and corporate ads related to environmental responsibility. Furthermore, Leonidou, Leonidou, Paliwadana, & Hultman (2011) classified green ads as “product-oriented, process-oriented, image-oriented and environmental fact oriented”.

Banerjee, Gulas and Iyer (1995) noted that green ads can be observed according to three dimensions: sponsor (for-profit or non-profit), focus (on the organization/product or consumer) and depth based on the complexity of environmental information they provide (shallow, moderate or deep). According to Fowler and Close (2012), there are: advertisers on macro-level (conveying broad "save-the-planet" messages like), advertisers on meso-level (advertising an environmental product or service that can contribute to decreasing of certain concerns), and micro-level (based on stimulating conscientious consumption at the local level).
During past decades, the intensity of the research on various environmental issues has been following the rise of public concern on such issues (Cleveland, Kalamas, & Laroche, 2012). The importance of the issue rose during 90s when its effectiveness started to be analysed (e.g., Carlson, Grove, & Kangun, 1993; Zinkhan & Carlson, 1995; Banerjee et al., 1995; Kilbourne, 1995; Shrum, McCarty, & Lowrey, 1995), but it is yet to gain it full potential. The topic of green advertising has been gaining significant attention of scholars over the years, so the body of knowledge on this topic has been growing as well (Taylor, 2014). The main results of the growing research in this area are greater theoretical richness, building of complex models, and greater practical implications (Sheehan & Atkinson, 2012).

3. **The effectiveness of green advertising**

One of the areas that is especially important when it comes to green advertising, is the examination of consumers' responses to environmentally oriented advertising appeals, or the effectiveness of such advertisements. For advertisers, it is very challenging to develop the most effective way to communicate product’s environmental friendliness, due to the complexity of this issue. Because of that, many researchers in this area focussed on the examination of the effectiveness of green advertisements, with the goal to provide empirical evidence and give practical recommendations to advertisers how to successfully communicate green messages and enhance perceptions of their corporate or product's environmental friendliness.

This article contains the review of the relevant literature on the topic of green advertising effectiveness. The review of selected studies on green advertising effectiveness is given in Table 1.

The concept of involvement is often taken into consideration. One of the earlier researches examined consumers’ response to “green” and “non-green” print advertisements, mediated with consumers’ environmental involvement. The results indicated that, in case of highly involved consumers, these two types of advertisement demonstrated no significant differences in effects, while, in case of less involved consumers, the persuasiveness of green appeal was higher (Schuhwerk & Lefkoff-Hagius, 1995). The research of D'Souza and Taghian (2005) aimed to compare cognitive and affective responses towards advertisements of high and low involvement consumers. The results indicate that customers that are lower involved demonstrate a stronger disregard for green advertising regarding both categories of responses.
Table 1. The review of academic literature on the topic of green advertising effectiveness (1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author(s) and year</th>
<th>Research area</th>
<th>Major findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Schuhwerk &amp; Lefkoff-Hagius (1995)</td>
<td>Consumers’ reaction to green/non-green appeal print ads</td>
<td>Green appeal significantly more persuasive for less environmentally involved consumers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chan (2000)</td>
<td>The impact of environmental claim type and the green image of source country</td>
<td>Both factors significantly affect the effectiveness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D’Souza &amp; Taghian (2005)</td>
<td>Differences in attitudes of high/low involved consumers</td>
<td>Stronger disregard of low involved customers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hartmann &amp; Apaolaza-Ibáñez (2009)</td>
<td>Whether brand association with nature imagery improves effectiveness</td>
<td>The associations with nature affect consumer’s attitudes in positive way</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chang (2011)</td>
<td>Claims that lead to consumers’ ambivalent attitudes</td>
<td>High-effort claims lead to decreased believability of the ad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chang (2012)</td>
<td>The effects of guilt appeals and moderating roles of issue proximity</td>
<td>Guilt appeals are equally effective as non-guilt appeals in case of low-proximity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bickart &amp; Ruth (2012)</td>
<td>Conditions that affect the persuasiveness of eco-seals</td>
<td>Persuasiveness of eco-seals depend on brand familiarity, source and appeal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ku et al. (2012)</td>
<td>The impact of self-regulatory focus on reaction to green/nongreen appeals</td>
<td>Prevention-focused appeals more persuaded when appeals emphasize green product attributes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kareklas et al. (2012)</td>
<td>The effectiveness of message frames in the context of an environmentally focused advertising campaign</td>
<td>Prevention-focused appeals led to more favourable attitudes of individuals in independent self-view</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Royne et al. (2012)</td>
<td>The effectiveness of environmental/personal benefit appeals and .99/.00 price endings</td>
<td>An environmental appeal and a .00 price ending led to the perceptions of highest quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alniacik &amp; Yilmaz (2012)</td>
<td>How green claim and product’s environmental relevance influence advertising effectiveness</td>
<td>Green claims ameliorate the ad effectiveness of low environmental relevance products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xie &amp; Kronrad, (2012)</td>
<td>Do numerical precision signals influence sceptical consumers</td>
<td>Highly sceptical consumers are less responsive to numerical precision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tucker et al. (2012)</td>
<td>The role of consumer characteristics in receptiveness to ad claims</td>
<td>Participants with “positive attitudes toward environmental protection are equally receptive to all claims”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hartmann &amp; Apaolaza-Ibáñez (2013)</td>
<td>The influences of consumers’ natural environments on affective reactions</td>
<td>Recommended global strategy that includes standardised use of landscapes in advertisements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hartmann et al. (2014)</td>
<td>The behavioural effects of cognitive threat appraisal and emotional fear response in threat appeals</td>
<td>Both were found to significantly enhance pro-environmental intentions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atkinson &amp; Rosenthal, (2014)</td>
<td>Aspects of eco-label design which lead to better effects</td>
<td>Eco-labels influence product and label source attitudes and trust in the label</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green &amp; Peloza, (2014)</td>
<td>The impact of appeals and consumption contexts</td>
<td>Consumers better react to other benefit appeals in contexts with public accountability</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors
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Table 1. The review of academic literature on the topic of green advertising effectiveness (2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author(s) and year</th>
<th>Research area</th>
<th>Main findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mathes &amp; Wonneberger (2014)</td>
<td>Do green consumers have tendency not to trust green advertising</td>
<td>Green consumers perceive greater informational utility of green ads which decreases their scepticism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chang et al. (2015)</td>
<td>The impact of gain/loss framed messages on attitudes and purchase intentions</td>
<td>A congruency between gain/loss frame and high/low level construal leads to better attitudes and purchase intention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parguel et al. (2015)</td>
<td>Whether ‘executorial greenwashing’ shapes consumers’ evaluation</td>
<td>It leads to consumers’ perception of ecological image of a brand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yoon et al. (2016)</td>
<td>Comparing American and Korean reactions to green advertising</td>
<td>Efforts that consumers put into making prior environmental pledges influence effectiveness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bhatnagar &amp; McKay-Nebbitt (2016)</td>
<td>The impact of consumers’ regulatory focus (promotion/prevention) on environmentally responsible reactions</td>
<td>Promotion focus is related with environmental concern and favourable attitudes towards advertising</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reich &amp; Armstrong Soule (2016)</td>
<td>Comparison of consumer response to traditional appeals and “green demarking” (GD) appeals</td>
<td>Consumers’ attitudes toward traditional green ads are more favourable than those for GD ads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shin et al. (2017)</td>
<td>The effectiveness of fear appeal in green advertising</td>
<td>A fear appeal negatively affected attitudes toward the ad and product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muralidharan et al. (2017)</td>
<td>The effectiveness of culturally congruent appeals</td>
<td>Collectivistic appeals more effective for Indian/individualistic for American consumers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim et al. (2017)</td>
<td>The role of cultural differences in showing reactivity to assertive advertising</td>
<td>Non-assertive messages more persuasive for American/both equally for South Korean consumers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryoo et al. (2017)</td>
<td>The effect of two types of descriptive norms on sustainable behaviour of consumers</td>
<td>The congruence between types of descriptive norms and construal level messages leads to changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mo et al. (2018)</td>
<td>The effectiveness of functional green advertising</td>
<td>Perceived stronger impact on others’ purchase decisions than on respondents’ own decisions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bailey et al. (2018)</td>
<td>The impact of consumers’ GREEN consumption values</td>
<td>GREEN consumption values explain reactions to advertising</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schruck et al. (2018)</td>
<td>How greenwashing affects perception of ads and brands</td>
<td>Vague claims do not intensify perceived greenwashing while false claims do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meiers et al. (2019)</td>
<td>Effects after consumers have purchased an advertised ‘green’ product</td>
<td>Possible paradoxical post-purchase effects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sahin et al. (2019)</td>
<td>The effects of green advertising images on consumer behaviour</td>
<td>Green text, green certification logo, and green combination ads more effective than non-green ads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ursey et al. (2020)</td>
<td>The impact of advertising appeal and perceptions of typicality of a green product</td>
<td>The impact of congruity between the used appeal and previously held product category assumptions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alamsyah et al. 2020</td>
<td>The correlation between green advertising, green brand image and green awareness of customers</td>
<td>Green advertising can improve customers’ green awareness and purchasing intentions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors
The effectiveness of certain appeals was also examined in literature. Shin, Ki and Griffin (2017) examined the effectiveness of usage of fear appeals, which are used to arouse an impression of threat and discovered that it affected attitude towards the ad and product in a negative sense. On the other hand, Hartmann et al. (2014) examined the effectiveness of threat appeals in green advertising and find out that exposure to such advertisements leads to increased cognitive level of perceived threat, which further stimulate consumers' intention to participate in promoted environmentally oriented behaviour. Chang (2012) examined the effectiveness of guilt appeals used in green advertising, by considering “moderating roles of issue proximity and environmental consciousness”, and found out that these appeals have no more significant effects than other appeals in case when low-proximity issue is promoted to consumers with low level of environmental consciousness, but have an adverse effect in case of presenting promoting a high-proximity issue to consumers who are more environmentally conscious. Green and Peloza (2014) examined the effects of two forms of environmentally friendly advertising appeals – one that emphasizes self-benefits (e.g. cost savings) and other that emphasizes societal benefits (e.g. lower emissions) depending on the consumption contexts. Authors find out that, in public contexts, consumers demonstrate higher responsiveness to societal benefit appeals, while in settings considered more private, they demonstrate higher responsiveness to self-benefit appeals. Kareklas et al. (2012) examined the effectiveness of prevention and promotion focused environmental appeals depending on the consumers' perspective – self-perspective or others-perspective and found out that prevention-focused appeals generated more favourable attitudes for consumers with independent self-view, while promotion-focused appeals generated same or better attitudes for consumers with others-perspective. Mo, Liu and Liu (2018) examined the effectiveness of functional green appeals, which are focused on promotion of the environmental advantages of a product, observed from the self and others perspective. Authors found out that, in consumers' opinion, functional ads influence purchase decisions of others more powerfully than they influence consumers' own purchase decisions and this is more prominent in case of consumers with high environmental concern. Ku et al. (2012) investigated consumers' responsiveness and purchase to green opposite to nongreen advertising appeals depending on whether they are more prevention or promotion. Findings show that consumers that are prevention focused are more intensely persuaded with green appeals, while the opposite situation occurred in case of promotion focused consumers. Similarly, Bhatnagar and McKay-Nesbitt (2016) examined the influence of consumers' promotion and prevention focuses on different environmentally responsible reactions and find out that promotion focus is more accompanied with environmental concern, favourable attitudes towards environmentally related
advertising recommendations and intentions to behave in accordance with such recommendations than is the case for consumers with prevention focus.

Reich and Armstrong Soule (2016) compared the effectiveness of traditional green advertising appeals to so-called “green demarketing” appeals, which promote reduced consumption as benefit for the environment. Traditional green ads appeared to be more effective when used for product advertising, while in case of institutional advertising, green demarketing appeals seemed to be more effective. The research of Usrey, Palihawadana, Saridakis and Theotakis (2020) focused on the situations when an implicit ad of green products has greater effects than explicit ads. Their findings indicate that implicit green communication “leads to higher performance evaluations for products that are less commonly green and for products that have an optional green mode”. The findings of Segev, Fernandes and Hong (2016), who performed the content analysis on green print ads, indicate that environmental claims in print ads are often evaluated as acceptable and reliable.

This study of Sahin, Baloglu and Topcuoglu (2019) examined message factors that rise the effects of green advertising and found out that ads containing green text, green certification logo and green visual cues, appeared to generate better attitudes toward the advertisement and advertised brand than non-green ads. Hartmann and Apaolaza-Ibáñez (2009) examined the effectiveness of ads containing pleasant nature scenery, as opposed to those containing informational claims (information on green features of the product). While both types of advertisements positively influenced consumers’ brand attitudes, ads containing informational claims led to enhanced brand attitudes based on the brand associations related to environmental features. On the other hand, appeals of pleasant nature imagery led to specific emotional experiences similar to experiences that emerge in contact with nature.

Different message framing was the topic of some research. For example, Chang et al. (2015) examined the effectiveness of gain or loss framed messages, taking into account the moderating role of temporal distance. The findings demonstrate that, in case of loss-framed green messages, consumers demonstrate a more favourable ad and brand attitudes when the focus is put on the environmental changes in present time. On the other hand, gain-framed green ads lead to more favourable attitudes toward the ad and higher purchase intentions when advertised product focuses on future changes. In their study, Royne et al. (2012) examined consumers’ perceptions of appeals for two green products containing environmental opposite to personal benefits and appeals containing .99 opposite to .00 price endings. They found out that the product advertised by using an environmental appeal and a .00 price ending generated consumers’ perceptions of the highest-quality and highest price, while the product advertised by using personal benefit appeal and a .99 price ending was
perceived a bit lower regarding quality and price. The effectiveness of advertising appeals containing environmentally-relevant numerical claims was found to depend on the level of consumers’ advertising scepticism. With this regard, Xie and Kronrod (2012) found out that consumers demonstrating a low level of scepticism have a tendency to perceive the advertised organization as more competent when precise numbers are presented in the advertisement, while highly sceptical consumers are less prone to be influenced by numerical information in this context.

The strength of environmental claims appears to be relevant factor of advertising effectiveness. The results of the study conducted by Alniacik and Yilmaz (2012) indicate the better effectiveness of specific environmental claims in relation to vague claims in advertisements of products with low environmental relevance. The study of Tucker et al. (2012) was based on the comparison of the effectiveness of three types of claims - a strong green product claim, a weak product claim, and a cause-related appeal to donate to a not-for-profit environmental advocacy group and concluded that consumers with high environmental consciousness are equally receptive to all green themed ads, regardless of claim type. Chen and Chiu (2016) explored the effectiveness of “abstract/concrete and distant/proximal messages” in green advertising and found out that environmentally conscious consumers are more responsive to abstract and distant temporal messages, while less environmentally conscious consumers do not demonstrate different reactions to different types of messages.

Also, advertising effectiveness also depends on environmental awareness. Observed in environmental area, it can be assumed that different reactions to green communication through various media might be generated due to different environmental awareness levels. The importance of green awareness was also taken into consideration. It was found out that the exposure to green advertising can help improving customers’ green awareness, which further can lead to the improvement of purchasing intentions of environmentally friendly products (Alamsyah et al., 2020). Bailey, Mishra and Tiamiyu (2018) developed a GREEN scale for measuring consumers’ green consumption values, and examining their impact on attitudes and intentions. Their findings indicate positive impact of consumers’ green consumption values on perceived trustworthiness of a green brand and favourable responses to different forms of green marketing communications.

Cultural differences are also observed as a factor that shapes effectiveness of green advertising. The findings of Kim, Baek, Yoon, Oh and Choi (2017) that American consumers are less convinced by assertive ad messages, while consumers from South Korea are equally convinced by both, assertive and non-assertive green ads. By also comparing the reactions of American and Korean
consumers to green ads, Yoon, Kim and Baek (2016) emphasised that the strength of demanded effort plays an important role, and found out that Americans demonstrate more favourable attitudes toward massages promoting recycling in comparison to advertising which requires putting higher efforts from them, while Korean consumers showed less-favourable attitudes. Muralidharan, La-Ferle and Sung (2017) examined the effectiveness of collectivistic and individualistic appeals in two cultural contexts and found better effectiveness of collectivistic appeals on Indian consumers, and better effectiveness of individualistic appeals for American consumers. Certain types of environmental claims were found to be equally effective globally. Such is the case with messages containing nature imagery, which, according to the study of Hartmann and Apaolaza-Ibáñez (2013) do not need adaptation to target audiences and should be use in a standardized way, due to universal perception of environmental aesthetics. On the other hand, Chan (2000) pointed out the necessity of adaptation of environmental claims to different contexts, depending on how target group perceive the eco-friendliness of the source country, or, in other words, country's green image. The findings of Ryoo, Hyun and Sung (2017) indicate the necessity for adaptation of advertising messages to target groups, since it was “found out that consumers were more likely to join a sustainability campaign when the advertising appeal was conveyed with provincial norms (behavioural descriptions of a reference group distal (proximal) to one's local setting and circumstances) rather than with general norms”.

The impact of misleading advertisements, or green washing and consumer scepticism are subjects of some studies. Schmuck, Matthes and Naderer (2018) examined how greenwashing affects perception of green ads and brands by consumers. They found out that vague environmental claims are not perceived as greenwashing, and can even have a positive impact on attitudes, unlike false claims, which cause greenwashing perceptions, and deteriorate attitudes toward ads and brands. Mathes and Wonneberger (2014) revisited the generally believed notion that more environmentally conscious consumers are sceptical toward green advertising and concluded that such consumers perceive “more informational utility in green ads than nongreen consumers”, which further led to decrease of advertising scepticism. Parguel, Benoit-Moreaua and Russell (2015) based their research on the examination of the so-called “executorial greenwashing” effect, meaning “the use of nature-evoking elements in advertisements to artificially enhance a brand’s ecological image”. They found out that such advertisements have a misleading effect by generating perceptions of the ecological image of the brand and thus generate positive brand attitudes. Chang (2011) explored the effectiveness of green claims depending on the perceived levels of advertisers’ efforts and found out that green claims associated with greater expended efforts decrease credibility.
of green claims among ambivalent consumers, which leads to less favourable product evaluations. The research of Coleman, Bahnan, Kelkar and Curry (2011) showed that consumers that are enthusiastic for environmental protection may actually avoid green products, since they believe that, by ignoring false claims provided in green advertising, they are doing better for environmental community.

Bickart and Ruth (2012) examined “the conditions under which eco-seals are more or less persuasive”, and found out that it depends on the extent of consumers’ environmental concern, familiarity with the brand, source of the eco-seal and used ad appeal. Atkinson and Rosenthal found out that eco-labels have an influence on product and label source attitudes, and trust in the label, even though having little influence on consumers’ purchase intents.

Meijers, Noordewier, Verlegh, Willems and Smith (2019) examined the impact of advertised products post-purchase effects on further environmentally friendly behaviour. In case of consumers with weak environmental identity, “the paradoxical post purchase licensing effect” appears, meaning that they demonstrate weaker intentions to participate in subsequent environmental behaviour, while consumers with a strong environmental identity demonstrate a higher intention to continue behaving in a similar way.

3.1. Scepticism toward green advertising

One of the most discussed issues is green advertising effectiveness and real impact it accomplishes in relation to different target groups is advertising scepticism. The effectiveness is put into question mostly due to the appearance of consumers’ scepticism. Many authors emphasized the concern whether green advertising is perceived to communicate a sincere environmental message since presentation of green messages has become difficult. As D’Souza and Thaglian (2005) pointed out, “Advertising terms such as recyclable, environmentally friendly, ozone safe, biodegradable have become popular in green advertisements and consumers are often exposed to such messages, while some of these messages are met with consumer resistance”. This occurs due to general skepticism regarding advertising that has been confirmed in literature (e.g., Obermiller, Spangenberg, & MacLachlan, 2005) and due to increased ecological knowledge and easier accessibility to information through Internet. Few researches registered consumers’ scepticism on green ads (Coleman et al., 2011; Xie & Kronrod, 2012; Bickart & Ruth 2012; Fowler & Close 2012; Atkinson & Rosenthal 2014) and some even emphasized the skepticism of green consumers in particular (Chang 2011; Finisterra do Paço & Reis, 2012).
As regarding providing false green claims in advertising, the term "greenwashing," was coined to define any ambiguous, misleading, false or inaccurate information disseminated by an advertiser in order to create environmentally responsible corporate or product image in public (Mitchell & Ramey, 2011; Xie & Kronrod, 2012; Parguel et al., 2015; Fernandes, Sagev, & Leopold, 2020). As a result, consumers found it often difficult to make a distinction between genuine and deceptive environmental claims, which makes them sceptical of green advertising in general. The trust in green ads depends significantly on consumers' perception of motives of certain brand which disseminates the environmentally friendly message. In case of distrust, consumers are less probable to purchase advertised products or develop positive attitudes toward them (Thøgersen, 2002). Majority of research found out that, in general, more environmentally concerned consumers are more sceptical toward green claims presented in advertising (Finisterra do Paço & Reis, 2012; Xie & Kronrod, 2012). On the other hand, Matthes and Wonneberger (2014) opposed the statement of scepticism as highly misleading and without enough empirical evidence, and argued that environmentally conscious consumers actually trust green ads even more and that their perception of informational utility in green ads decrease their green advertising scepticism. They state that this confusion often occurs due to existence of general ad scepticism, which does not necessary coincide.

3. Conclusion

Green advertising is an important theoretical and practical concept of modern advertising, taking into account the importance that environmental responsibility of organizations and environmental behaviour of consumers have in modern market conditions. In order to formulate the most effective strategies of green advertising in practice, the theoretical study of this area focuses significantly on the effectiveness of green advertising, i.e., the impact it accomplishes on consumers' cognitive, affective and behavioural reactions. By giving a comprehensive overview of relevant articles on the topic of the effectiveness of green advertising, this paper provides a contribution to the coverage of the existing body of a literature. Based on the findings, it is concluded that there are significant empirical findings regarding green advertising effectiveness in the context of making an influence on consumers' attitudes towards ads and advertised products and brands and consequent behaviour. The effectiveness is found to be mediated by a large number of factors, including those that are advertisement-related such as claim type, advertising appeal and message elements, as well as those that are consumer-related, such as: environmental consciousness, previous pro-environmental behaviour, personal characteristics, scepticism towards advertising, cultural
differences etc. Also, it can be concluded that, despite the obvious research progress, this area still has a lot of issues to be examined and a great space for further empirical and practical contributions.
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